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Abstract
This report explores the evolving subject of cloud storage by presenting three different
trends: edge computing, sustainability initiatives, and the application of artificial intel-
ligence in data management. These topics are pivotal in cloud technologies due to the
increasing amount of data produced and consumed each year, as well as the need to
the reduce the environmental impact of cloud infrastructure and the urgency to improve
efficiency when handling the growing amounts of data. A literature research has been
conducted to gain insights into the presented areas and provide use cases that show the
applicability and relevance of each subject. The report concludes by showing how inter-
twined these trends are with each other and the importance of the increasing data creation
and consumption by organisations and individuals.
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Emerging Trends in Cloud Storage

1 Introduction
Cloud technologies have changed businesses across diverse industries by offering on-
demand access to storage and computing resources, unlimited scaling and flexible pricing
for organization and will undoubtedly continue to drive changes in the future [KH20].
Initially the goal of cloud computing was cost reduction through hardware reductions,
but nowadays the cloud lets organizations transform their business with various cloud
strategies. Automation, standardization and enablement through self-service mechanisms
are just the tip of opportunities that cloud technologies offer today [KH20; Lis21]. Lis-
dorf also compares the transition from on-premise data centers to cloud comparing it to
the transition of horse-carriages to automobiles. They also mention that this shift lets
companies reduce costs by transitioning from capital expenditure (in-advance, oftentimes
difficult to predict investments) to operational expenditure (ongoing, easy to scale based
on demand)[Lis21]. Cloud computing therefore enables companies to focus on their core
value creation processes, as the planning for storage and computing resource provisioning
is reduced to a fraction in comparison to on-premise solutions. [ZLB10]

These are just some of the many advantages that cloud computing and storage offer.
To shed light onto ongoing developments in cloud storage, this report will present three
emerging trends: (1) Edge Computing that pushes computing tasks from the network
core (e.g., data centers) to the network edge [IEE], (2) Sustainability in cloud to reduce
the environmental impact of cloud storage [Bal+11] and (3) Artificial Intelligence (AI) in
data management [tab]. A literature research in scientific databases (e.g. IEEE Xplore
or arxiv.org), as well as on reliable internet sources has been conducted to derive the
insights in the following sections. The report will first give a general definition of cloud
and cloud storage and then advances to describing each trend and presenting scientific
and real-world use cases.

1.1 Cloud Storage Relevance

One of the most important characteristics of cloud storage for organizations and individ-
uals is reducing the burden of building local hardware storage and storage management
systems [MGN]. Cloud storage in general presents a major aspect of the whole cloud
computing ecosystem, where cloud resources can be conveniently tailored to the use cases
of organizations and individuals [KH20; Lis21]. Cloud providers also deploy systems
that monitor regulatory aspects of data storage which shifts the responsibility away from
organizations [Lis21]. Third parties can also be employed to audit storage systems to
ensure adherence to regulations and therefore providing a peace-of-mind to organizations
[Wan+13]. Another important aspect are backup-mechanisms accommodated by cloud-
storage providers. These also help organizations reduce the stress of full data availability
at all times, even in the event of failure [TOM16]. As of 2023, Statista predicts a an-
nual growth rate of 28 % in global data created, captured, copied and consumed. This
translates into about 147 Zettabytes in 2024 [Sta23b].
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Emerging Trends in Cloud Storage

2 Cloud Definitions
As defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) part of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, cloud computing is:

"[...] A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and re-
leased with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This
cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models,
and four deployment models." [MGN]

Characteristics

Service Models

Deployment Models

Public Private Com-
munityHybrid

Software as a
Service (SaaS)

Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS)

Platform as a
Service (PaaS)

Resource Pooling

Broad Network 
Access

On-demand
Self Service

Rapid
Elasticity

Measured 
Services

Cloud Computing

Figure 1: Cloud Computing Definition, own illustration based on Mell et al. [MGN].

Cloud Storage specifically refers to remotely storing data that is accessible via the
internet. This also corresponds to the general nature of cloud technology that data can
be accessed and management without needing a local storage infrastructure [Wan+13].
The centralised architecture of cloud storage depends on the use case and the data pro-
tection characteristics for the data that is stored. One would for example consider the
physical and technical storage connections based on costs or performance. A Serial AT
Attachment (SATA) connection would be preferable to keep costs down and the Non-
Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) would increase performance, but also costs. Uses cases
that drive this decision could be distinguishing between day-to-day used cloud storage
(need for performance) or an irregular used long-term archive storage (cost optimization)
[Xu+15]. Another characteristic of cloud storage is the way data is accessed. Two com-
mon ways are either using Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to integrate data
transfer directly into applications or file bases protocols for data and file transfer indepen-
dent of applications (e.g. File Transfer Protocol) [KH20; Lis21]. For the emerging trends
discussed in this report, the following cloud characteristics are most relevant:
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Edge Computing

• Broad Network Access, for seamless interaction between diverse edge devices
and central cloud storage. APIs are important to consider for this case due to the
wide range of heterogeneous applications and systems [XJK19].

• On-demand Self Service, as it enables devices at the edge to access resources, as
needed, for real-time processing, also requiring fast access speeds.

Sustainability in Cloud

• Rapid Elasticity, to scale resource usage based on demand and therefore save
resources if not needed.

• Measured Services, for transparent monitoring of cloud resource usage for efficient
utilization.

• Physical and technical storage connections, needs to be considered for the use
case of the storage system, as SATA drives are more energy efficient in comparison
to NVMe connections [Wil24].

AI in Data Management

• Resource Pooling, for efficient allocation of computing resources for AI systems
engaged in metadata management, governance, and more.

• Broad Network Access, to ensure the availability of AI assisted data management
on heterogeneous systems.

• Access Protocols, like APIs are crucial for AI in data management, as they allow
seamless communication between the storage, systems and AI applications [AIK20].

3 Edge Computing
Edge computing differentiates itself from traditional cloud computing, as computing tasks
are performed de-centralised, closer to data devices (i.e. edge devices) in comparison
to traditional centralised storage and processing. Computing tasks and therefore cloud
services are generally pushed from the network core to the network edge [Sat17]. Resources
are unified closer to the user to provide resources with close proximity to the network
[Zha+18]. With the emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, more and more gadgets
become data creators and consumers at the network edge [Zho+19]. This reduces the
latency of the cloud which is also relevant for different use cases that will further be
discussed in this report [Sim+21]. In general, edge computing is an architecture that is
complementary to cloud computing and leverages the already existing cloud components
[Red22]. Figure 2 provides a simplified illustration regarding the communication paths
within the network of the cloud and edge devices.
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3.1 Edge Computing as a Trend

To highlight the importance of edge computing as a trend in the realm of cloud storage, the
current technological advancements in IoT devices need to be considered. This trend led
to an exponential increase in internet traffic in last years. Some applications that drive this
increased traffic are for example online gaming and ultra high definition video streaming.
This is further stimulated through the wide-spread expansion of the 5G network that
increases wireless mobile speeds [Mao+17; Cao+20; LXZ15]. The predicted increase
in data created and consumed over the coming years therefore demands a reduction of
latency for data transmission and high access speeds [Mao+17; Sta23b]. For optimal local
consumption of the increasing data volume, de-centralised storage and caching is necessary
[Mao+17; Cao+20]. From an economical point of view, this will also drive market size
of edge computing (predicted to be 317 billion USD in revenue by 2026) [Sta23a]. Edge
computing is therefore a trend with a lot of gravity in the domain of cloud storage.

3.2 Edge Computing Functionality

In a conceptual view, edge computing can be represented with three layers: (1) cloud layer,
(2) edge computing layer and the (3) edge device layer (See figure 2 for a visualisation
of the architecture) [STP22]. The cloud layer is represented by traditional, central cloud
infrastructure (e.g. data centers) with storage facilities. These can be deployed globally
and are also used for large scale processing tasks and long-term storage [Cao+20; Lin+20].
Edge computing is characterized by bringing storage and computing resources closer to
the edge of the network (i.e. more local) which is depicted by the de-centralised edge
computing and edge device layers [STP22]. Between the edge devices and the central
cloud lay the edge nodes. These can vary in size and for example be micro data centers,
or storage resources connected to a router [Zho+19]. Essentially, these nodes provide
additional computing and storage resources, with low latency as the data does not need
to be transferred to cloud storages [HV19]. As described before, IoT devices represent the
dasta consumption and production part of the edge device layer. These devices can also
request services from the cloud and perform computing tasks, like offloading, caching and
processing. One common edge devices are smartphones, that are additionally equipped
with sensors [Shi+16; Zha+19].

There are also industry standards that have been established for the architecture
e.g., by the Edge Computing Consortium (ECC). With their edge computing reference
frame 3.0 more details are provided from different point of views. Different services,
like security services, data life cycle services, and management services (e.g, monitoring
or data analysis) are portrayed to span across all three edge computing layers. The
framework also consists of deployment strategies for distribution, also including APIs for
local access [Cao+20]. At the time of writing this report, the website of the ECC has
not been accessible, making it uncertain if this reference frame 3.0 is still an industry
standard.

Another framework is the EdgeX Foundry, which is open source and hosted by the
Linux Foundation. It describes a "northbound" (e.g. cloud data centers) and "south-
bound" (e.g. edge devices) area that represent the outer most layers of edge computing
which communicate with the middle layer, the edge network. Like the reference frame
3.0 they also describe different services, but they mainly reside in the network layer, not
across all edge layers. One exemplary service layer are the core services, which can be
connected to through APIs and offer services like metadata management. The main use
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Figure 2: Reference architecture, own illustration based on Sepulveda et al. [STP22].

case of EdgeX Foundry are industrial IoT applications. Contrary to the reference frame
3.0 the EdgeX Foundry is a widely adapted framework with presented use cases from
Intel, Hewlett Packard, and Accenture, among other companies [Edg24; Cao+20].

3.2.1 Edge Computing for Media Streaming

Video streaming is a use case example that exemplifies a need for large amounts of band-
width, especially for live streaming, like on websites like www.twitch.tv or www.youtube.com.
The content delivery in this case oftentimes happens as data creation and consumption on
smartphones as edge devices. With today’s capabilities, they offer the possibility for data
processing outside of central cloud locations. Data only needs to reach cloud facilities
for long-term storage. Transcoding and processing of video data can happen on the edge
devices themselves (i.e. smartphones) [BE17; Ami+23]. Researchers further optimized
this approach for higher consumer demands and more heterogeneous systems by deploying
light weight transcoding at the edge. This approach essentially stores metadata about
the most popular video segments. This information is used in edge servers to store the
popular segments in all available bit rates. This includes lower bit rates for fast trans-
mission in low bandwidth areas. Unpopular video parts are only stored in the highest bit
rate. This reduces transcoding time and efficiency on the edge, as only unpopular video
segments need additional transcoding from devices [Erf+21].

3.2.2 Edge Computing for Autonomous Vehicles

Edge computing is essential for autonomous vehicles, as they rely on data processing from
heterogeneous sources (e.g., wide variety of vehicle sensors) with as little latency as pos-
sible, due to potentially high speeds on the road and the necessity for fast reactions. The
sensory data that is processed is, among other use cases, applied for smart navigation
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or obstacle detection. This means that all kind of different technologies are at play, like
distance sensing and computer vision. Edge computing brings the processing power into
the vehicle hardware for reduced latency and increased efficiency. One also needs to keep
in mind that high bandwidth network connections are not available everywhere on the
road [Liu+19]. Chen et al. developed a framework called F-Cooper which deploys a co-
operative approach of data sharing and processing between vehicles. The communication
between vehicles is only feature based, without sending the full raw data to avoid network
congestion and reduce processing speed [Che+19].

Further developments in edge computing also encourage the inclusion of AI: This
technology could be leveraged to analyse data with regards to the proximity to the data
source for efficient processing. Also, the large amounts of data produced and consumed
open the gate for future machine learning use cases to improve decision making in various
fields [Xu+20]. The ongoing democratization of AI is another aspect that highlights the
synergy between those two concepts. There can be different degrees of division of work
between the edge devices and cloud resources where either most of the AI training happens
in the cloud up to having everything be done on edge devices. The merging of AI and
edge computing is also known as edge intelligence [Zho+19].

4 Sustainability in Cloud
Sustainability in cloud in this report focuses on sustainability in an environmental context
(in contrast to social or economical sustainability). The goal is to reduce the environ-
mental impact of cloud services and also promote responsible resource usage. Efficient
management of energy consumption or data processing in cloud computing are therefore
key in this frame of reference. [Bal+11; Pen+19]. Accordingly, the ultimate goal is to
reduce the impact of the cloud on climate change.

4.1 Sustainability in Cloud as a Trend

As the world’s awareness towards environmental sustainability increases, cloud computing
offers mechanisms that can help it become more environmental friendly. Large corpora-
tions are already leveraging the opportunities that cloud provides regarding the reduction
of climate impact:

"As of 2020, Facebook’s operations are now supported by 100 % renewable
energy and have reached net zero emissions." [RF21]

"DeepMind AI Reduces Google Data Centre Cooling Bill by 40 %." [EG16]

Furthermore, Statista reports a green data center market value in Europe of 14.57
billion USD in 2023. They also predict this to increase up to 49.84 billion USD by 2030
which is an increase by almost 350 % [Sta23c]. Also, from the beginning of 2023, compa-
nies are required to report on their sustainability as part of the corporate sustainability
reporting directive by the European Union. The energy consumption in data centers is
also predicted to rise 15 - 20 % each year [MSK13]. In addition to the evident climate im-
pact reduction, this gives companies an incentive to increase the priority of sustainability
in cloud for their day to day business [Eur23]. As cloud storage represents a major hard-
ware part of cloud computing, it can be used as the main lever to increase environmental
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sustainability. The following section provides an overview into different sustainability
indicators and how to measure them.

4.2 Towards Measurable Sustainability in Cloud Storage

Due to the breadth of the environmental sustainability term, it can be overwhelming to
find sufficient ways of decreasing the climate impact of cloud storage. Storage capacities of
data centers are also expected to increase 50 % - 70 % annually [Shu+16]. In comparison
to processors, memory, network and cooling, about 20 % of energy in data centers is
consumed by storage [GB19]. Gill and Buyya developed a taxonomy that consists of a
range of metrics that help quantify sustainability measures for cloud data centers (see
figure 3) [GB19].

Figure 3: Sustainability metrics taxonomy developed by Gill and Buyya [GB19].

Using renewable energy as an example: There is an increasing public interest in renew-
able energy, as well as reducing the consumption of energy. Using wind, solar or water
energy are broad measures to increase the use of renewable energy. The green energy
coefficient, defined as the "ratio of green energy consumed by a cloud data center to total
energy consumption of that cloud data center" is one metric that enables cloud providers
to quantify how much renewables are involved in their infrastructure [GB19]. The fol-
lowing segments present different metric categories that also provide specific measures
related to storage.

Capacity Planning Metrics

The goal of capacity planning is to maximize resource usage. The capacity should be
planned for various components of a cloud data center, like information technology de-
vices (e.g. storage), power infrastructure or cooling. Recovery mechanisms, as well as
general utilization need to be considered to maximise customer satisfaction when plan-
ning for cloud storage [GB19]. The trade-off between low service downtime costs and high
operational costs needs to be managed and determined to establish an optimal number of
physical machines to guarantee smooth operation. Ghosh et al. developed an algorithm
to calculate an optimal amount of physical machines that minimizes the cost of ownership
including operational cost with a predetermined service level agreement for downtime re-
quirements. This generally helps deciding between cheaper and less reliable components
in comparison to costlier but more reliable machines for the same service level agreement
[Gho+14]. One metric that is particularly of interest for cloud storage is storage usage.
It is defined as "the total usage of secondary memory (hard disk) to execute user tasks"
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[GB19]. By managing storage resources efficiently, energy usage and electronic waste can
be reduced to increase environmental sustainability.

Virtualization Metrics

Virtualization for cloud hardware is another technology that increases efficiency and also
sustainability. The provisioning of cloud resources to customers can be more dynamic to
adhere to user’s needs and reduce energy usage, if not needed [Gia+15]. The technology
enables the creation of a virtual version on physical existing computing resources in a
cloud environment. This allows multiple virtual machines to operate on a single phys-
ical machine to also reduce the physical space needed in a data center. Hardware gets
abstracted into software for easier remote management [Ama23]. Some metrics that are
relevant for a greener cloud in regards to virtual machines are for example load balancing,
scheduling, or fault tolerance [Wan+17]. In this context, storage throughput is defined as
"the amount of time taken for the storage system to execute the required operation per
second". This implies, that the faster the execution on a computing task, the smaller the
environmental impact due to lower energy consumption [GB19; HZP20].

4.3 Related Green Cloud Strategies

After highlighting different metrics related to cloud storage that help measure environ-
mental impact, this section presents different strategies that help move towards greener
cloud. The GreenPlanning framework highlights the importance of diversifying energy
sources and bringing more green sources into the portfolio to reduce emissions, by helping
to choose the fitting sources and also incorporating energy storage systems, thereby reduc-
ing the capital and operational costs. To keep service availability as high as possible, the
framework proposes to use Energy Storage Devices (ESD) that mitigate the unreliability
of renewable energy sources like wind or solar (see figure 4).([KL16]

Figure 4: Exemplary data center structure with multiple energy sources [KL16].

Another example in choosing cloud infrastructure (i.e. data centers) in a distributed
cloud environment to minimize the carbon footprint: Chamkoori and Katebi found a
way to reduce the distance between data centers for a data set up to 30 % by deploying
a particle swarm optimization algorithm that improves the selection of storage service
based on their physical location [CK23].

Luo et al. developed a system called Boafft that uses distributed deduplication to
increase storage efficiency in big data applications. This technology scans data in dis-
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tributed systems scanned and analyses it to find duplicates. This reduces the amount of
duplicate data and therefore the overall storage footprint to reduce energy usage [Luo+20].

With a focus on energy consumption, companies should choose the source for their
energy carefully and complementary to their physical location. Microsoft for example
chose to build data centers near dams to harness the hydro-power generated by water
flow. It is also possible to use waterways as means of transport to reduce the carbon
emissions even before a data center has been built [SC21].

5 AI in Data Management
With an increase of 28 % annually in data being created, captured and consumed, man-
aging said data becomes more complex each year [Sta23b]. Data management consists
of a range of tasks that need to be fulfilled, such as data governance, security, quality
or metadata management that are related to storage in cloud systems [tab]. AI in data
management is an important trend that currently transforms the practice and assist in
tasks such as data extraction, mapping, quality control and analysis. It is able to ex-
tract unstructured data from heterogeneous sources and offers the possibility to automate
otherwise time consuming tasks. Other aspects of AI can also be assisting with the dis-
covery of data sources and relationships between data, as well as increasing data quality
by automatically identifying errors in patterns of data. Organizations need to consider
this technology to efficiently scale their data management in the cloud [Dat23].

5.1 AI in Metadata Management

In simple terms, metadata can be described as the data about data and makes it descrip-
tive and structures it [PJ22]. Metadata management therefore revolves around identifying
labels for data, classifying data and is usually a time consuming task, when done manually
[Exp22]. A practical example has been presented by Harper et al. about research focused
libraries that need AI support to organize scientific texts, such as electronic theses and
dissertations. They describe the traditional vocabulary libraries that are used to gener-
ate metadata but are increasingly more time consuming with the rise of digitally created
texts. Also, keywords provided by authors tend to produce less accurate search results
with the growing amount of theses created. To address this challenge and keep high qual-
ity search results the authors deployed an unsupervised machine learning model called
Doc2Vec. The system transforms text into numerical vectors to understand the content
and context of a publication to then tag it with a large, structured data set derived from
Wikipedia as a source for keywords. They further deployed a latent dirichlet allocation
model that clusters related words and creates "topics" based on them. The authors found
an increase in discoverability but recommend also using human expertise in conjunction
to an unsupervised learning model [Har+23].

Amazon Web Services (AWS) also provides a service called DataZone that uses a
machine learning model to generate metadata and increase discoverability of data. Addi-
tionally, they provide services that support with data governance [Roa23].
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5.2 AI in Data Governance

Data governance is needed for an organization to manager their data effectively. It in-
volves processes, roles (e.g. Data Owner, Data Stewards, etc.), policies, metrics and
standards that ensure efficient data usage throughout its life cycle. Other goals are also
improving decision making or ensuring compliance to regulations. This implies that data
quality and security of data play an important role. As data governance implies a wide
range of activities, data management cannot exist without it [Mic23; IBM24]. Martin et
al. propose different techniques that leverage AI to increase data quality in the context
of IoT, specifically air-quality monitoring. They argue that one of the most important
quality indicators is "fitness for use", in addition to a objective multi-dimensional ap-
proach. The dimension in use are namely: accuracy, completeness, timeliness, precision,
and usability. For an AI system to properly use this dimensional approach, they provide
calculation methods for each dimension. The study used 100 sensors that created about
10,000 data items. They then curated the data using their domain knowledge and created
a high-quality data set for statistical training. They then trained and deployed several
mechanisms to increase data quality in their sensor data: (1) Outlier detection by using
an Isolation Forest and a Local Outlier Factor model to detect anomalies in the data. (2)
Assigning missing values by using a Polynomial Interpolation of Degree 2 and k-Nearest
Neighbors model. (3) Novelty detection by again deploying an Isolation forest, Local
Outlier Factor and One-Class SVM model. At last, they also used the (4) Seasonal Au-
toRegressive Integrated Moving Average algorithm to extend the data set with synthetic
data. They reported a positive conclusion in deploying AI as a viable strategy to increase
data quality. An important limitation though is the single use case with homogeneous
data they used which might make the application more difficult in a more heterogeneous
environment [Mar+23].

5.3 Further Data Management Applications

Other noteworthy applications of AI in data management are for example "Constance",
a system that provides intelligent data management in data lakes, usually schema-less
"dump" for raw data. The system is able to discover, extract and summarise data to
develop and assign metadata to it [HGQ16].

Data fabric is an approach that can also leverage AI in its application. The goal is to
harmonize heterogeneous data sources on-premise, as well as in the cloud and unify them.
This enables seamless access to data, as well as quality controls and governance mecha-
nisms. In organisations it can also help break down data silos and increase transparency
across departments. The technologies available to data fabric also depend on the specific
architecture and provider that implements it. In a scientific context, this architecture
has already been studied in industrial applications for road transport systems. [IBM23;
Kuf+23]

6 Conclusion
The report presents insights into three chosen trends in cloud storage, namely edge com-
puting, sustainability in cloud and AI in data management. With the use cases described,
the importance for real world applications is emphasized. These three areas should not
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Figure 5: Relation between trends

be viewed as different silos, but as deeply interwoven that share concepts and build upon
each other. The shift towards edge computing shows how cloud evolved from central data
storage to highly complex and efficiency driven distributed systems. The main drivers
are the need for low latency, the increase in IoT devices and need for real-time data pro-
cessing. Sustainability has become a new imperative in our society, as well as in cloud
storage. This growing recognition is also supported by large, publicly known corporations
that help drive the transition towards lower environmental impact of cloud infrastructure.
Central levers are the utilization of renewable energy sources, as well as increased technical
efficiency that align organizational strategical goals and cost reductions with lower car-
bon emissions. Lastly, AI technologies make their way into data management applications
which will become more essential with the increasing amounts of data produced each year.
Automating complex tasks, like data quality measures and metadata management makes
AI a pivotal force for the future by increasing scalability and efficiency. As depicted in 5,
the three trends mainly revolve around the increasing amount of data and are in a cycle
relation to each other: The more data and demand for data, the more computing power
needed on the edge of the network, which also drives the need for efficient and automatic
management of the data. With the need for more cloud infrastructure, more resources are
consumed which drives the need for sustainability measures in cloud storage. A future
report could also highlight the use of AI technology to create sustainable hardware ar-
chitectures, or improve demand-driven storage utilization. Another aspect would be the
exploration of more general applicable AI data management cases, as the currently high-
lighted are reliant on specific domain applications. Another aspect to consider could also
be increasing data security with AI systems. Expanding the sustainability topic is also
important, as the socio-economic changes due to increased data need to be emphasized.
This could include data literacy and data protection awareness for users for example.
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